THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF STEVE JOBS IN THE WORLD OF APPLE
Know about the contribution of Steve Jobs to the field of computer and the Apple basket, the iPhone captured the
world's imagination and.

Think iTunes, where users buy and listen to million of songs and albums, uploading them to an iPod or
iPhone. In it, a female athlete bursts into a room filled with bald drones and hurls a sledgehammer at a
projector screen displaying propaganda. However, let us not forget the last industry Steve Jobs touched. The
software forever changed the way people acquired and listened to music â€” especially after Apple launched
the online iTunes Music Store in In this story, Fortune looks back at how he changed the way we think about
and use technology forever, putting his own stamp on everything from the personal computer to the music
industry. The iMac looked steadfastly toward the future, becoming the first machine to eschew a floppy-disk
drive it offered only a CD-ROM slot. Fast forward to , Steve Jobs returns to a floundering Apple and
announces the creation of the Apple Store, and that they will be joining Microsoft with releases of Apple
versions of Microsoft Office. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. Apple
launched iTunes in Let us know! The computer sold , units in the first six months. While he was gone, Apple
introduced its high-end, business-friendly Powerbook laptop line in The most recent MacBook Air models
have been held up as examples of the ideal intersection of design, price and performance. It was awarded a
design patent in with Jobs' name coming first on the document , as well as a technical patent to cover the glass
and hardware systems involved. Consumers have benefited most from increased competition, as products
remain modestly priced but boast increased capabilities and features. The iPod, first introduced in , was so
successful that its name has become synonymous with mp3 players, the way we call all tissues "Kleenex. The
glass staircase incorporates some novel engineering and architectural feats. The iPod Apple didn't invent the
portable mp3 player , but the company developed a version so good that it came to dominate and define the
field. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck?
Tim Mosenfelder â€” Getty Images The new millennium was all about a rapid shift to digital content delivery,
a disruption that sent music publishers scrambling to preserve their downward-spiraling bottom lines as
millions of users downloaded music illegally via services like Napster. The iPhone The introduction of the
iPhone in had a seismic effect on the smartphone industry that reverberates to this day. With a strong
foundation of premium products and a passionate fanbase, Apple will likely continue to be a strong entity and
will still maintain that unique stroke of genius that Jobs put into every brick of that company. Here's a brief
rundown of some of his greatest contributions to our increasingly tech-savvy and interconnected global
society. The iBook, introduced in , came with Wi-Fi technology and included some style updates as well.

